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REPORT 'A' 

AKROTIRI NEAF MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM INCIDENT 

Nature of Incident Skier lost on North face of 
Mount Olympus 

Team SUB-UNIT Alerted 02FEB691805B 

Authority Alerting Troodos guardroom Called Out 021805B 

Area Searched North face of Mount Olympus Left Base/Station   021820B 

Location of Incident   3910/1/876663 Arrived in Search Area/at Incident*  021825B 

Located by  RAF Troodos MRT sub-unit Duration of Search    30 min 

Type of Search   Line search by 8 sub-unit 
personnel 

Incident Located 021855B 

Weather Conditions -5⁰C. Moonlight. Mist 
clearing at times. Light wind. 

Casualty Evacuated to SSQ Akrotiri by 022015B, 
then to PM Hospital Akrotiri 

No. of Casualties   ONE Total 
Stretcher    ONE                    Walking NIL 
Dead           NIL     

Composition of Party  8 RAF Troodos sub-unit 
personnel led by Cpl. Howard 

Vehicle Mileages  Ambulance 100 miles. 2 x 
Landrover x 10 miles 

Sub Units Involved Troodos 

 Return to Base  02 1930B 

 
 

RCC Informed 02 1915B 

 

Comments on Equipment Folding stretcher used. Coats and sleeping bag used to prevent further 

heat loss. Patient transferred to casualty bag on reaching road at summit. No ropes were available to 

pull stretcher up. 

Extent of Injuries of Missing Person.  He was grossly hypothermic with a rectal temperature of 87⁰F.  

He would probably have died if not found within another half hour or one hour.  In hospital he went 

into renal failure but recovered.  He had seven broken ribs & possibly slight concussion just after 

accident.   

 

Missing Person.  Assistant District Commissioner of Famagusta. 

Narrative:-  Troodos guardroom informed by civilian police at 02Feb 1740B that the missing person 

had last been seen skiing on the north face of Mount Olympus at 1030B.  he should have been 

collected at the car park by his brother at 1600B.  All skiers had been warned off the north face at 

about 1415B because of the icy conditions.  It is likely that the accident happened at about this time 

and that the patient lay in the snow for about five hours before he was located.  It is likely that he 

fell down the slope off his skis and collided with a tree.   

 8 RAF Troodos sub-unit personnel carried out a line search between two limit lines and 

found the casualty after 30 mins of searching.  He was 50 yards down the slope from the summit.  

He was evacuated upwards on a stretcher with some difficulty. 
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